1 "Iliad 4.188-213: P.Alex, inv. 80 + P. Berol. inv. 7119 Col. Γ, APF 49, 2003, 1-12 with Plate I, henceforth = "APF 49". I take this opportunity to correct the following misprints in that article: p. 9, comment on 208, line 13: remove dot under mu and insert ciosing square bracket after initial sigma, thus: σ]τη; line 23: remove dot under mu; p. 10, last line: insert ciosing bracket after Greek Quotation; p. 11, note on 213, line 1: insert dots under first sigma and omicron; last line of page: for "form" read "from".
2 APF 44, 1998, 2-7 with Plates II, III and IV, henceforth = "Poethke". 3 P.Aberd. 106 (Iliad Pap. 173 Allen-Collart-Mette, Pack 2 714) was published by description and collation by E.G. Turner in 1939, henceforth cited s "Turner". Parts of the beginnings of 199-211 had earlier been published by transcription by E. O. Winstedt in CQ l, 1907, 258-9 , henceforth = "Winstedt". Heretofore no photo of P.Aberd. 106 has been published. The University of Aberdeen sent its photo of this papyrus to Prof. Paul Mertens, the founder of CEDOPAL, at the end of 1969, and a copy is published here with the permission of the University of Aberdeen. Once again I am very grateful for the prompt and courteous help of Mme Marie-Helene Marganne, the present When I first began to suspect that the Aberdeen fragments might also belong to this roll but had not yet obtained a photograph, there seemed to be two main obstacles to this hypothesis. First, Turner had transcribed the beginning of 209 in his Aberdeen section s simply βαν τ ιεναι. If this were correct, there would be an overlap with P.Alex, inv. 80, which Starts its line 209 with ιεν]αι. However, the photo of P.Aberd. reveals that Turner was wrong here and Winstedt was right in 1907 in placing the last three letters of the word ιε [ναι] in square brackets. So in reality there is no overlap here, and what had seemed a serious difficulty falls away. Secondly, W. Schubart, who was responsible for the reports on the Homer fragments in BKT V, had dated the Berlin section of our papyrus to "etwa 3. Jh. n.Chr.", and Poethke had repeated this without the "etwa" qualification, whereas Turner had dated his Aberdeen fragments to "early first Century [A.D.]". Obviously if the Aberdeen fragments belonged to the same roll s those in Berlin and Alexandria, not all of these scholars could be right. However, an inspection of the photo of the Aberdeen papyrus immediately revealed that it had been written in the same rather idiosyncratic hand s that of the Berlin and Alexandrian fragments and that the remains of lines 137-238 from the three collections, in four columns, could be laid side by side, sometimes actually touching each other, though more often with loss of a narrow vertical sliver of text between the fragments. These were certainly all fragments from the same roll in the same hand. While the question of the dating obviously needed re-examining, and will be considered below, the wide difference between German and English opinions could no longer be regarded s an obstacle to the hypothesis that these fragments all belonged to the same roll -a hypothesis now elevated to the Status of established fact.
A brief word on the provenance of our papyrus may be appropriate at this point. Poethke records (p. 2) that the Berlin fragments of this roll were acquired by the Papyrussammlung in 1891 from the Brugsch Collection and that they were found in the Fayum. This tallies well with Turner's carefully argued conclusion in his Preface to P.Aberd. (pp. v-vi) that most of the pieces in the Aberdeen collectiofi c rne ftorti the eXc v tiofis by l c l diggers at the F yUffi site f Dimai (Soknopaiou Nesos) in 1887, while most of the remainder came from elsewhere in the Fayum. Further, he lists eight Aberdeen pieces "closely related" to Berlin pieces which definitely originated in the Fayum. By "closely related" he means (e.g.) in the same hand, or addressed to the same official, or even ( s with a fragment of Alcaeus, P.Aberd. 7) from the same roll. He does not include P.Aberd. 106 among the eight, but it can now be added to his list.
In this article, then, I propose (1) to describe briefly the contents of all the surviving portions of this roll s now known and to show how they are distributed among the columns of the roll s it was originally constituted; (2) to discuss the dating question in some detail; (3) to provide a f ll transcription, with collation and commentary, of all the fragments of P.Aberd. 106 and of the whole column containing Iliad 4.188-213, made up of fragments from Aberdeen, Berlin and Alexandria; and (4) to conclude with a few brief methodological ruminations on the benefits of joining Homeric papyri s opposed to merely Publishing them s isolated fragments.
However, I do not plan to republish the text of those parts of the roll which are not directly linked to P.Aberd., viz. P.Berol. inv. 7116, 7117 Col. I, the shorter lines of 7117 Col. II, and 7119 Col. II, all of which have recently been competently published in Poethke's edition.
The Contents of the roll
The discovery that P.Aberd. 106 belongs to the same roll s the Berlin and Alexandrian fragments warrants an updated account of the original contents of that roll, column by column -or rather, an account of that part of it which contained Iliad 4, since it may (for all we know) have contained Book 3 s well, like Pap. 4 Allen (Pack 2 697). We can assume that a papyrus of this period would Start a new Book at the top of a new column, and I shall aim to give below the contents of each column from Iliad 4.1 to the last line extant, 4.238. I shall not repeat the exact dimensions of the Berlin and Alexandrian fragments, s these have recently been given in this Journal by Poethke and me (see above, notes l and 2). The text is written parallel to the fibres. As the number of lines per column varies considerably, ranging from 24 to 28, we cannot teil how many more columns would be needed to reach the end of Book 4 (line 544). The answer "about twelve" will have to do, making a total of about 21 columns for the whole Book.
The nature and date of the band
As explained above, there is a disturbing discrepancy between the date of "early first Century [A.D.]" assigned to the Aberdeen fragments by Turner and the dating to the third Century A.D. by Schubart and Poethke. In APF 49, still unaware of the link to the Aberdeen fragments, I was content to follow the dating assigned to the Berlin fragments by the two German scholars, but on discovering the place of the Aberdeen fragments in the roll I was forced to embark on a proper investigation of the dating problem myself.
As a preliminary step, I thought it might be worth trying to assess whether the Orthographie errors present in our papyrus might favour the earlier or the later dating. As it turned out, the errors seemed to be δs prevalent in the first Century δs in the third. Spelling, then, did not provide a suitable criterion.
I then examined the parallels adduced by Poethke for his third-century dating, the fragments of Homer and Euripides illustrated in Abb. 93 and 94 of Schubart's Griechische Palδographie (Munich, 1925) and dated by Schubart to the third and fourth centuries respectively. However, these highly regulδr and indeed calligraphic hands seemed closer to the rigid, upright "Biblical Majuscule" style than to the flexible, left-leaning hand of our papyrus with its tendency towards curvature in its uprights and hooks at their feet.
The next task was to try to find examples of hands closer to that of our papyrus. The closest I could find was that of the Iliad papyrus P.Bibl. Brit. inv. 732 = P.Lit. Lond. 22 = Pap. 10 Allen = Pack 2 899, illustrated in F.G. Kenyon, The Palaeo-graphy of Greek Papyri, Oxford 1899, Plate XIX, with discussion on pp. 97-8. While Kenyon's Iliad is more carefully and regularly written than ours, and some individual letters are somewhat differently formed (e.g. Kenyon's scribe lacks our scribe's flat-topped epsilon, and the cross-bar of bis alpha is much closer to the horizontal than that of our scribe), the general appearance is strikingly similar. Kenyon's text likewise leans to the left and has a discernible tendency towards curvature in its uprights; and flourishes at letter-feet, though less frequent and usually less conspicuous, are nevertheless not entirely absent. Kenyon dated his papyrus to the first Century A.D. (pp. 98, 141), while not completely excluding the possibility of a second-century scribe applying extra care and so "retaining the older forms of letters". However, while already inclined by now to favour the first Century over the third, I realized that, δs a mere Homerist, I needed expert papyrological advice to help settle the matter, and at the wise Suggestion of both Marie-Helene Marganne and Paul Mertens I approached Prof. Guglielmo Cavallo, sending him photocopies of all the components of our papyrus δs well δs the parallel I believed I had found in Kenyon. He very kindly replied that, after carefully studying our composite papyrus, he was confident that Turner's dating to the early first Century A.D. was right, and that "Si tratta, infatti, di un tipo di scrittura molto diffuso all'inizio del I secolo d.C.", referring me for further details to his paper "La scrittura greca libraria tra i secoli I a.C. -I d.C.", in D. Harlfinger and G. Prato (edd.), Paleografia e codicologia greca, Alexandria 1991, Vol. I pp. 11-29, Vol. II pp. 7-30 = Plates l -24. In this wide-ranging, masterly and thorough treatment Cavallo places Kenyon's Iliad within the grouping he dubs "Stile P.Herc. 1425", which he says is characterized by a "contorsione o almeno curvatura di certi tratti. In alcune mani le lettere ... risultano disposte secondo un asse obliquo, sieche la scrittura nel suo complesso presenta in tal caso una individuante inclinazione verso sinistra" (Vol. I p. 23). This would describe well enough both our own composite papyrus and Kenyon's. Cavallo places the latter in the first Century A.D. (ibid.).
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It may perhaps be worth adding that, while our scribe's kappas are a little different from those in Kenyon's Iliad, they can be adequately paralleled in other early hands. Many a kappa in our papyrus has a stem with a leftward hook at its foot while its arms, taking the shape of a right angle, tend to be placed slightly to the right of the stem without actually touching it. This can be compared to some of the kappas in P. . The main difference is that the relevant kappas in the three parallel papyri listed above have leftward serifs at the feet of their stems rather than the fullblooded leftward hooks of our own papyrus. But the unselfconscious fluidity in the way individual kappas are drawn within each of these four papyri should not be overlooked: here we still have at least one foot in the Commonwealth of Nature and have not yet entered the stern realm of Mannerism where, s a matter of principle, every stem of every kappa is separated from its arms, often by an absurdly large space, s in two later Iliadic papyri, one from the middle of the first Century A.D. and the other from its ciosing years. 5 The same effect can be seen in the similar kappas of the boldly written document P.Oxy. XLVII 3332 (with Plate VIII) with their right-angled arms widely separated from their stems, which descend from right to left with deep, sweeping lower curves or (sometimes) small left serifs at their feet. (I count eleven kappas by the first hand, of which the first ten are all of this type; the eleventh is different, being written cursively in ligature with the following letter.) This document is securely dated to A.D. 53. It may not be too fanciful, then, to see the kappas of our own papyrus, which announce their distinguishing features unobtrusively rather than brazenly shouting them from the rooftops, s somewhat more likely to fall within the earlier part of the first Century A.D. than the later. But at the very least we can be certain that these kappas are compatible with a first-century date.
So far, everything points to a first-century date for our composite papyrus, with a preference for its first half; indeed, the agreement between Turner and Cavallo on the early part of that Century must carry a good deal of weight.
But we have not yet mentioned that there is also a second hand at work in this papyrus. This was already recognized by Turner, who noted that the correction of έτεροι to εταίροι in line 113 had been made "in a different hand" and commented, "Perhaps a school text, with the master's corrections." Now Turner was doubtless right to call our first hand "clumsy". But now that we have had the opportunity to view Turner's rather exiguous Aberdeen fragments together with their Berlin and Alexandrian Supplements, the first hand looks a little more practised and confident than that of a typical schoolboy. Further, when we view the only section of any length written by the second hand, the "clumsy" first hand begins to look quite 5 See respectively (a) H. Maehler, Festschr. Berl. Mus., 1974, 373-4 No. 10 with Plate 60, and for the dating Cavallo, op. cit. Vol. I p. 22, and (b) W. Lameere, Ape^us de paleographie homerique, Paris and Br ssels 1960, Plate 2, and for the dating pp. 65 and 68 and also Cavallo, ibid. Vol. 1p. 18; the photo of another part of this roll is also worth Consulting, P.Hamb. III 196, Το the right of this line, in the middle of the intercolumniation, there appears the abbreviation αν (for άνω). As Poethke rightly remarks (p. 3), the script here includes cursive elements. To be more precise, every alpha is written in documentary cursive; so are the abbreviations κατ and αν; so also the last five letters of the line, apparently in exasperation at the difficulty of the unaccustomed bookhand; and while one or two other letters may show traces of documentary influence, the rest of the line is written in a laborious and cramped attempt at bookhand. It may seem futile to attempt to date such a weird hotch-potch, and I am certainly not qualified to do so, but I rely entirely on the helpful comment made to me by Michael Haslam that the epsilons in this line look early. There are three of them, and they are all made from the same mould (or rather, this is crystal-clear for the second and third epsilon but a little less so for the first, which is a broken letter). These epsilons are quite well rounded, and the short, detached cross-bar Starts from a position a little to the right of the midpoint of the back of the letter and projects no further than the front of the overhanging cap in the first two epsilons; in the third it projects a little beyond that point. Now s it happens, this form of epsilon was highly fashionable between c. 50 B.C. and A.D. 50. We are looking not at the occasional detachment of an epsilon's cross-bar from its body through hurried writing, which can happen in other styles, but at a consciously cultivated mannerism. Examples are legion, but here is a selection of a dozen in approximate chronological order: (a) P. In other words, if our second scribe, inexperienced in bookhand, wished to attempt an elegant epsilon, it would not be at all surprising if he were to turn to this distinctive form -if he were indeed writing at a time when this particular mannerism was in its heyday. That would place him earlier than c. A.D. 50, on the evidence we have so far presented. On the other hand, s far s this admittedly very limited dating criterion goes, we cannot completely exclude the late first Century, if Lameere and Cavallo are right in assigning Lameere's Iliad papyrus (above, n. 5) to that period -for that text offers yet another example of this form of epsilon. In later centuries one may still occasionally see epsilons with detached cross-bars, but these epsilons tend to be of different shapes: less rounded, more angular, narrower. If the style is of the "Biblical Majuscule" type, the epsilons are certainly still round and broad, but their cross-bars are firmly anchored to their bodies. So I am inclined to conclude that our second scribe's epsilons suggest the first Century A.D., with a preference for its first half.
The above discussion of the second hand, it should be stressed, is intended only s a subsidiary consideration in support of a dating for the first hand reached primarily on other, much wider grounds.
In conclusion, it seems that our papyrus should be placed in the first Century A.D., and in all probability within its first half.
Transcription, collation and commentary
The transcriptions below have all been based on photographs rather than the papyri themselves, and I have no doubt that if a Professional papyrologist were able to travel to Aberdeen, Berlin and Alexandria to inspect the Originals some improvements would result. However, I have of course taken account of the publications of Turner and Poethke, which were based on the Originals in Aberdeen and Berlin, and have also profited from Prof. Poethke's willingness to inspect the Berlin sections again on my behalf to answer a few queries.
The more notable readings of our combined papyrus include the following: in 173 ? apparently λιποιμεν rather than λιποιεν; in 191, probably με[λαι]νων ερμ οδυναων, an otherwise unattested variant; in 115, 195 and 205, support for the formula Άτρέος υίόν, not its rival άρχόν Αχαιών; the interpolated 196-7 are pleasingly absent; in 205 the middle δφρα ϊδηι gains support against the active δφρα ϊδηις; in 207 the otherwise unattested των appears for τώι; and in 208 the extraordinary εδυνε ends the line. Prophecies I made in APF 49 on spatial grounds for the beginnings of 205 and 209 are here fulfilled, visibly in the latter case and with a high degree of probability in the former, but the new evidence has necessitated revisions of my earlier transcriptions of 190 and 194. 6 In the following collations I shall not draw attention again to minor points already discussed in APF 49 (such s phonetic spelling errors), but I shall supplŷ I should like to thank my colleague John Whitehorne for discussing the transcription of some difficult passages with me and Prof. Poethke for kindly helping me to improve my draft and for preparing the accompanying Plates. appropriate cross-references for major points. 114 This is a very short line, and a letter-count reveals that it may well have ended just before the preserved left-hand edge of our fragment. Otherwise the preserved portion could be expected to bear remains of (probably) only its final letter (v), or, at the very most, its last two letters (ων). As it happens, the traces here, at any rate s they now appear, do not resemble either of these letters, and may merely be meaningless marks, like a few others hereabouts, though I suppose it is possible that the fibres bearing the now almost horizontal linear traces have been thrown out of their original alignment and were once part of a nu.
115 Our Aberdeen fragment supports the majority reading Άτρέος υ'ιόν here against the variant άρχον Αχαιών. The former is found in both our other uncials -Pap. 4 (Pack 2 697, s. i p.C. p.C.: for the disputed dating see ZPE 110, 1996, 108 with n. 18) -and in the vast majority of our minuscules, including the Venetus A (s. x), West's F and Υ (s. xi), and nearly all those from the twelfth Century (though many of our MSS write Άτρέως for Άτρέος); while the variant άρχόν Αχαιών is found in all five members of Allen's v family -including his B (s. xi), C (s. xi-xii) and E3 (s. xi) -and also in T (s. xi) and a smallish minority of the later MSS. The tenth-century D is not extant at this point, but its twelfth-century Supplement sides with P.Aberd. and the majority. Thus all four of our earliest witnesses, from the first Century A.D. to the tenth, testify in favour of Άτρέος υίόν, s do most of the rest, and when our sources are both counted and weighed the evidence strongly favours our Aberdonian reading, which is likely to be the original text. For further discussion see West, Studies (above, n. 5 ad fin.), 188; strangely, though, in summarizing the evidence in favour of Άτρέος υίον he mentions Pap. l but not Pap. 4 or 173, though these are rightly included in his edition ad loc.
117 See below on line 191 ad fin. 118 The diaeresis shows that our scribe correctly wrote ο]ϊστον here in spite of later writing ο]ειστον at the end of 213. Similar inconsistency also occurs elsewhere in this papyrus: e.g. ειητηρ in 190 but ΐητηρος in 194.
119 κλυτοτ]οξ[ος] corrected to -ωι above the line by the first hand.
121 No remains of this line appear because it is short enough to have ended just before the left edge of our fragment, s a letter-count reveals. Thus the casual appearance of a bottom margin below 120 is illusory. As virtually the whole of this column has already been transcribed by Poethke, I here include only the last word or two of those lines whose missing endings (i.e. the last one to three letters) are now supplied by P.Aberd. clear. But the immediately preceding letters in P.Berol. are anything but clear. Prof. Poethke has kindly inspected this part of the papyrus itself for me and reports that the fibres here have become dislodged from their original positions and that he himself finds the surviving details difficult to Interpret. It seems likely that our scribe has once again omitted a two-letter syllable, and possible that an attempt has then been made to insert at least one of the missing letters: cf. e.g. lines 28, 37 and 164.
M.L. West, knowing from Turner that P.Aberd. had -τον here but being unaware of the join with P.Berol., suggested in his edition that P.Aberd. could have run το μεν ... ουκ ατελεσ]τον. In the circumstances this was an eminently sensible conjecture, but the join now reveals that our scribe was quite capable of the solecism τα μεν εσσεται ουκ ατελεστον : the alpha of τα is crystal-clear. The error was doubtless prompted partly by the Singular verb εσσεται and partly by the subconscious recollection of the line-end formula ουκ ατελεστον earlier in the same Book (line 57, cf. 26): for even worse forrnulaic confusion in this papyrus see APF 49, 9-10, and also below on line 191.
170 Our papyrus agrees with the entire paradosis in writing βιοτοιο, not θανατοιο (Nauck's conjecture). Earlier in the line P.Berol. does not enable us to teil whether our papyrus had 173 Our earliest minuscules (s. x-xii) are fairly evenly divided between λίποι-μεν and λίποιεν; the Venetus A has the former, which is printed by modern editors (including West) and is likely to be right: it is preferable s the lectio difficilior (in that it involves a change of subject from the previous line) and is more forceful because the first person plural includes Agamemnon himself, whose own personal potential disgrace (171, 178-82) is the main theme here. It is therefore gratifying to find that the slender remains of the ending of this line in our papyrus seem to favour the reconstruction λιποιμεν. Now the main difficulty for Turner's restoration is that he rightly marks space for two letters between ε and o, whereas the single letter ξ would only occupy half the available space. Turner may mean to acknowledge this difficulty with his preposition "for", perhaps implying that the copyist at this point made some transcriptional error. We could suggest, for example, that he first wrote a false letter, immediately realized his mistake and deleted it, and then wrote the "correct" letter after it. This is perfectly possible, a fortiori now that we have joined P.Aberd. to P.Berol., because just such deletions with immediate adjacent corrections actually occur in P.Berol. in lines 141, 158, 174, 177, 180 and 187; and the construction of παύειν with εκ, though not Homeric, occurs occasionally in the Classical period, e.g. Soph. Electra 987 παΰσον εκ κακών έμέ. But statistically the chances of such a correction occurring within a short lacuna are low, and it will be better to consider other possibilities first. Let us look closely at the remains of the two letters following the ε. The first letter could well be a p;
and that immediately reminds us that earlier in Book 4, at the end of line 117, we find the phrase μελαινέων ερμ' όδυνάων. Could the letter after ερ be a mu? In fact the enigmatic remains do not, in their present state, convincingly resemble any particular letter at all, and one certainly cannot criticize Turner for printing a simple dot here. Some of the greyish markings look three-dimensional under magnification and therefore cannot be taken entirely at face value. The grime, damage and decay of the centuries have certainly taken their toll. A review of the papyrus itself in Aberdeen might clarify the picture, but on the basis of the photograph a mu here does not seem impossible, and indeed, even palaeographically, it seems less unlikely than many other letters. But if we turn from palaeography to the Homeric context the case for a mu, and the Interpretation ερμ', strengthens considerably. Subconsciously recollecting μελαινέων ερμ' όδυνάων at line-end from a passage only 74 lines earlier (4.117), our scribe (or the scribe of his exemplar or its ancestor) may well have written με[λαι]νων ερμ όδυνάων here. Grammatically this reading has the advantage over the Standard text of providing the verb with an explicit object, and it may even be defensible if we take the mysterious ερμ' of 4.117 to mean "source" in the sense of "cause" (cf. ορμή?); but on the other hand the ointments are intended to stop the pain itself rather than its "source", and the "source" should again be the arrow ( s in 117), which, however, is actually removed before the application of the φάρμακα (4.213-19) . So in all probability this reading (if my admittedly rather conjectural restoration is accepted) is no more than a formulaic confusion very similar to the one found at the end of line 208 in this same papyrus (see APF 49, 9-10).
There remains the question of the identity of the first fragmentary letter after the short lacuna between P.Alex, and P.Aberd. I have followed Turner in supposing that it may well be a nu. With the accession of P.Alex, we can now see that there does not seem to be enough space in the lacuna + its immediate sequel for both letters of the syllable να in μελαιναων (the paradosis in 191) or the syllable v ε in μελαινέων (the form in 117). Furthermore, the remains of the lettef before the ω do not suit ε, but, assuming that some movement of inked fibres has taken place, either alpha or nu would be possible. But if I am right in excluding μελαιναων on grounds of insufficient space, we are left with με[λαι]νων, an Atticized version of the subconsciously recalled μελαινέων of 117 (with synizesis of εω). Apart from considerations of space, the scansion would also be against μελαιναων in this version of 191, whether Turner's εξ or my ερμ or some other monosyllable followed. At any rate Turner, who was able to study the papyrus itself, evidently thought the termination -vων palaeographically possible. Finally, it may be worth pointing out that in line 117, whose termination is preserved in P.Aberd., considerations of space would tend to support the possibility that here too our papyrus had the shorter μελαίνων rather than the longer μελαινέων or μελαιναων of our MSS. If so (and admittedly this is far from certain), the form με[λαι]γων in 191 would be still easier to comprehend. 194 α όνος ϊητηρος: the paradosis has άμύμονος, but in APF 49 I tentatively transcribed P.Alex, s αμει[νονος ϊητηρος], commenting, "The dotted letters are far from secure ... . But one can find no sign of the upsilon of άμύμονος in these traces, and there is confusion elsewhere in the Homeric paradosis between άμύμων and άμείνων ... " (p. 7, cf. pp. 3, 5) . But with the accession of P.Aberd. this strenuous attempt to make some sense of the enigmatic traces must be discarded, because the first omicron of the termination -όνος at the extreme left edge of P.Aberd. (which actually touches P.Alex, at this point) is too close to the preceding traces to accommodate the restoration proposed on the basis of the previous tentative Interpretation of those traces. As there is now the right amount of space for three letters of Standard width between the alpha in P.Alex, and the newly attached omicron of P.Alex., I am forced to conclude that our papyrus probably had άμύμονος after all, with the paradosis, and that some ink-bearing fibres in P.Alex, have been violently thrown out of their original positions in such a way s to disguise this fact: cf. APF 49, 3, second paragraph.
195 οφρα ί[δηι: the diaeresis here seems to take the form of two dots above the iota and a horizontal line between them. For the line alone see E.G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, 2nd edn., London 1987, 10, with Plate 60 line l ad fin.
195 and 205 As was already known from Turner's publication of P.Aberd., our papyrus clearly supports the reading Άτρέος υίόν at the ends of both lines rather than άρχόν Αχαιών. Both West and van Thiel print the latter reading in both places. Both readings have respectable support in both places. It may at first be tempting to throw up our hands in despair and confess that we shall never know which variant is original in either place, or even to declare the question meaningless, arguing that Homer and his disciples may have varied the formula arbitrarily from one performance to another, and that different dictations at different times may ultimately be responsible for the divisions in our MSS. This is in fact fairly dose to the explanation offered by Odette Bouquiaux-Simon (op. eit. at APF 49, 7) pp. 32-3. That something like this may well be true in some or even many cases I am very far from denying (cf. The Manuscript Evidence for Interpolation in Homer, Heidelberg 1980, 57-60, 69 ), but here I believe it is possible to find our way through the maze by the careful application of traditional principles of textual criticism.
First, line 195. Άτρέος υίόν is certainly found in our papyrus (though van Thiel neglects to record this fact in listing the evidence for this reading in his edition ad loc.), in the Venetus A (s. x), T (s. xi) and a smallish minority of the later MSS., but άρχόν Αχαιών appears in three other papyri, viz. West's Pap. 172 (s. i-ii p.C.), Pap. 24 (s. iii p.C.) and Pap. 958 ("Byzantine"), 8 and in the vast majority of the MSS from each and every Century from the l Ith to the 15th, s well s being mentioned s a variant by Schol. A. 9 Further, s West points out, "it would be odd for him [Agamemnon] III 196, published in 1984) , though he does mention another papyrus with the reading, Pap. 172 (s. i-ii p.C.: see APF 49, 7). These two omissions by West may have contributed to his misleading summary in his Studies (above, n. 5), 188, where he declares that "the weight of the tradition [is] evenly balanced in 205". In fact, Άτρέος υίόν is read here by three papyri, all of them early ( s we have just seen), and άρχόν Αχαιών by none -weight at the earliest attested period which it will be hard to counterbalance. And so it turns out: although in the tenth and eleventh centuries the rival reading wins the count, being supported by A, T and West's b family while Άτρέος υίόν is read by West's F (= Allen's E4) and Y, already by the next Century the tide has turned dramatically, with nearly all 12th-century MSS reading Άτρέος υίόν 10 -a trend continued into later centuries. H Moreover, I believe that 9 As Allen lists the MSS. with this reading only by default ("άρχόν αχαιών cet."), l may mention that I can confirm this Statement for the following MSS from my own collations (Allen's sigla): M5, Ml l, V9, V12, for whose dates see n. 11 below. l take this opportunity to publicly thank my colleague Bronwen Neu for her kind help in obtaining photos of parts of several Vatican MSS, and the Vatican Library for providing them.
10 This will include Allen's d, the 12th-century Supplement of his (= Wesf s) D, if we can rely on the combined collations of La R che (taken over by Leaf)> Ludwich, van Thiel and West. Allen himself teils us that d reads άρχόν 'Αχαιών here, but this is presumably one of his many errors.
11 Once again, since Allen lists the MSS with this reading (Άτρέος υ'ιόν) only by default, I report that I have confirmed his Statement from my own collations for his V12 (s. xii), M5 (s. xiii) and Ml l (s. xii-xiii: in ZPE 111, 1996, 147 n. 19 I drew attention to the redating of this MS to the 13th Century by I. Vassis, Die handschriftliche berlieferung der sogenannten Psellos-Paraphrase der Ilias, Hamburg 1991, 83, but since then my colleagues Pauline Allen and Jean-Fabrice Nardelli have examined photos of the MS and kindly informed me of their reasons for preferring the traditional dating of s. xii-xiii). However, two logical implications of T.W. Allen's Statement "205 ... άτρέος υ'ιόν cet." turn out to be wrong: my own collations reveal that his V9 (s. xiii) and MIO (s. xiii-xiv) actually read άρχόν 'Αχαιών in 205. Nevertheless, curiously and importantly, in the first of these two MSS, V9, the adjacent "paraphrase of Psellos" has τον πολεμικόν του Άτρέως once again the majority reading is supported by the internal evidence: if, s West has pointed out, there was a special reason for Agamemnon to use the rarer formula for Menelaus at 195 (see above), that reason is absent at 205, and so Talthybius can revert to the usual Άτρέος υίόν. But West has argued for άρχόν Αχαιών in 205 s well, on the grounds that "where Talthybius repeats Agamemnon's message to Machaon, the wording must be the same". But this underestimates the initiative allowed to Homeric messengers: after all, Talthybius adds two completely new lines of his own formulation, 206-7, immediately afterwards (the identical 196-7 are absent from our earliest texts and are an Interpolation: see below ad loc.). R. Janko at CR 50, 2000, 3 likewise sees no necessity for the endings of 195 and 205 to be identical. But at least West's argument reminds us that because a Homeric messenger does indeed normally keep closely to his master's words, the different Άτρέος υίόν in 205 is arguably supported by the principle "lectio difficilior potior". To complete our apparatus criticus we should add that one MS, Allen's E2 (s. xiii-xiv), reads έ'ρκος 'Αχαιών in 205. Elsewhere this formula is used only of Ajax (3 x Iliad; we also find a somewhat similar expression applied to Achilles at Iliad 1.284). With its solitary MS support and with formulaic usage against it, it can hardly be right.
υ'ιόν, which of course translates the majority reading, not the reading actually found in V9's text, and thereby testifies to the existence of an earlier text with Άτρέος υ'ιόν. This last point may perhaps be taken a little further. The MSS of the prose paraphrase of the Iliad wrongly attributed to Psellos have not yet been fully collated, but I have myself consulted two primary sources from the left side of Vassis' stemma (op. cit., 259), viz. Allen's Iliad MS V12 (s. xii) and Vat. Pal. gr. 64, the paraphrase without text (s. xv), and also two from the right side, viz. Allen's Iliadic Ml l (s. xii-xiii: for the dating see above) and V9 (s. xiii), and all four have the prose equivalent of άρήϊον άρχόν Αχαιών in 195 (τον πολεμικόν άρχηγόν των Ελλήνων) and οίάρήϊον Άτρέος υ'ιόν in 205 (τον πολεμικόν του Άτρέως υ'ιόν), even when, in V9, s explained above, the latter translation contradicts its own text. This strongly suggests that the archetype of our MSS of this paraphrase, written around A.D. 1000 (cf. Vassis, , is itself likely to have had this wording, and that the autograph, which may have been put together still earlier, will then have been based on a text of the Iliad with the corresponding readings -i.e. the very readings I am here arguing are likely to be the original ones. However, this conclusion can only be provisional until wider collations are undertaken.
So what is the value of our P.Berol.-Alex.-Aberd. in this connection? Although its [Α] τρεος υιον in 195 is contradicted by three other papyri and by the weight of the manuscript tradition, our papyrus provides valuable support -uncharacteristically ignored by the Iliad's latest editor, M.L. West, and not even mentioned in his apparatus criticus -for the reading Άτρέος υίόν in 205, a reading found also in our two other papyri covering this line, only one of which West mentions here. This evidence becomes even more important when we recall that the vast majority of modern editors, including all those listed at APF 49, 5, print άρχόν Αχαιών in 205.
196-7 The two relevant Aberdeen fragments confirm what was already clear enough from P.Alex. + P.Berol., that our scribe passed straight from 195 to 198, omitting the interpolated 196-7 because these lines were rightly absent from his exemplar. For discussion see APF 49, 3-5, 7-8. Note also that, now that P.Aberd. has been joined to P.Berol. + P.Alex., the number of omitting papyri is reduced from the four listed in West's apparatus and in my APF 49 article to three (i.e. Paps. 42 and 173 are now shown to be from the same roll); see further Section 4 below, last paragraph. 208 For a detailed discussion of the unextpected εδυνε at line-end (instead of ορινε)866ΑΡΡ49,9-11.
209 Four points need to be made here: (i) As explained at the outset, Turner's tramscription of P.Aberd. s βαν τ ιεναι is misleading: it should have read βαν τ ιε[ναι: the nu of ιε[ν]αιΐ8 lost and the final αϊ is now to be found in P.Alex.
(ii) The τ here (for δ') is otherwise unattested and is best regarded s a simple error, perhaps influenced by the fairly common tendency in the papyri to replace δ with τ after v (and elsewhere too): e.g. F.T. Gignac cites τήντε for τήνδε from a Michigan papyrus of A.D. 30 (A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine periods, Vol. I, Milan 1976, 81) .
(iii) My judgment (in APF 49, 11), made on spatial grounds, that our papyrus was highly likely to have had βαν, with nearly all our sources, rather than βη, with five minuscules, has turned out to be correct.
(iv) To judge from the photograph, we may have, above the τ of βαν τ ιε[ in P.Aberd., the remains of a correction of the τ to the δ of the paradosis. At any rate, we certainly have, lying atop the τ, a separate horizontal stroke, slightly shorter, which could be the base of a δ, if it is not merely another of the meaningless dark linear marks which are quite numerous in this fragment. As for the rest of the delta triangle, the eye of faith can discern a promising remnant above, a tiny oblique stroke which may perhaps once have been close to the apex on the righthand side. At any rate, there has certainly been some damage to the surface hereabouts with movement of ink-bearing fibres. However, in deference to Turner, who saw the original papyrus but reported no such correction, I have refrained from including it in my transcription.
210 Our scribe first wrote αλλ c^and then corrected the erroneous δ with a superscript τ; cf. Turner ad loc. This may be another example of the Egyptian δ-τ confusion, which can sometimes work in both directions even within the same papyrus (see e.g. Gignac, ibid., on P.Ryl. II 160c of A.D. 32), here reinforced by assimil tion tO the δ Of the f llOWing §ή. Perhaps cf. line 145 in our own papyrus (P.Berol. inv. 7117), which has δε for Ηοπΐ6Γ'8τε in the fifth foot, though this error is shared with a few of the mediaeval MSS.
Conclusion
It is now time to fulfil my promise to discuss the benefits of joining Homeric papyri: is a joined papyrus any more than the sum of its parts, and is the exercise of seeking out and correctly placing the various pieces of the Jigsaw puzzle anything more than a harmless scholarly hobby? This general question will of course be answered with our present joined papyrus s primary Illustration.
First, observation of scribal habits in one part of a papyrus may enable us to restore broken or missing letters with greater confidence in another part of the same text. For example, the scriptio plena δ]ε ειητηρ in Iliad 4.190 in P.Alex, inv. 80 may seem rather unlikely at first sight, but much less so when we find that the same scribe has written ερδε αταρ in line 29 in P.Berol. inv. 7116. Or when we find that in the previous line of the same Berlin fragment our scribe has written αγειρουση, omitting the final iota adscript, we shall be more at ease with a Supplement in the gap between the Aberdeen and Alexandrian fragments in the first half of line 205 which likewise omits the iota adscript (ιδη). And even the scribe's method of making deletions and immediate adjacent corrections of false letters in P.Berol. has influenced our discussion of Turner's proposed reconstruction of line 191 in P.Aberd.
But by "scribal habits" we do not mean merely these pedestrian details of orthography. As I showed in APF 49, 9-11, in Iliad 4.208 our scribe, misled by his recollection of the formulaic line-ending στήθεσσιν εδυνε (4 χ Iliad), has written the same verb here, nonsensically, in place of στήθεσσιν ορινε. This evidence from P.Berol. inv. 7119 makes much more plausible a restoration in line 191 of the otherwise unattested με[λαι]νων ερμ οδυναων in P.Aberd. 106, a reading which is likely to have arisen through a very similar process of association, this time with the ending of Iliad 4.117. The same syndrome is probably also at work in line 168, s I have suggested above; indeed, the extent of this particular formula-induced solecism is only definitively revealed by the joining of P.Aberd. to P.Berol., s West's plausible but ( s it turns out) wrong conjecture illustrates.
Finally, we may point out that if the Aberdeen, Berlin and Alexandrian sections had each been published separately and their links with one another never realized, the false impression would have been created that lines 196-7 were omitted by three completely separate papyri, one in Aberdeen, another in Berlin and a third in Alexandria, in addition to two others, Pap. 24 and Pap. 172, which are indeed different both from each other and from our composite Aberd.-Berl.-Alex. papyrus. But now we know better -that the total number of omitting papyri is three, not five. Even s things stand, West himself, in listing the omitting papyri s four instead of three, made a similar mistake in his 1998 edition, by failing to realize that the Aberdeen and Berlin fragments (Paps. 173 and 42 respectively) belonged to the same roll, and so did I in 2003 (APF 49, 7). So with lineomissions from fragmentary papyri split vertically there is a particular danger that a single omission may inadvertently be counted twice or even three times when the links between the components of a single roll remain unrecognized. I have not seen this danger speit out before, but it is worth bearing in mind in certain other cases, lest the evidence for Interpolation be unintentionally overstated. With these two lines the earlier counting of the omitting Paps. 173 and 42 s two instead of one does not materially alter the case for Interpolation, s there are still three separate omitting papyri of early average date (s. i, s. i-ii, s. iii p.C.) and substantial additional evidence against the lines in the scholia and mediaeval MSS; but what of the few rather puzzling cases where two papyri seem to omit a dispensable line that is present in all our minuscules? Here the possibility that the two papyri are really one will be worth investigating. If they turn out to belong to the same roll, the chances that the omission is purely accidental will increase enormously.
